COVID 19 Measures Implemented at the Cheddi Jagan International Airport
CHIA - PASSENGER PRE BOARDING AND MANAGEMENT

Departing Passengers - Arrival at Airport

- Hand wash station
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Departing Passengers - Arrival at Airport

- Facility for Temperature Check and Sanitization
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Departing Passengers-Arrival at Airport

- Mandatory Face Mask Requirement
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Check In Hall

- Social Distancing markers on Floors
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Check In Hall

- COVID 19 messages on digital screens and Public Address System
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Check In Hall

- Hand Sanitizer stations
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Security Screening

- Social Distancing markers on Floors
- Staff Gloves shall be sanitized after contact with any passenger or their luggage
- Hand Sanitizer stations
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Departure Lounge

- Social Distancing markers on Seats
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Departure Lounge

- Boarding via Apron - Use of Bridges suspended
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Arriving Passengers

- Disembark on to Apron - Use of Bridges Suspended
- Sanitization of Passengers and Baggage on Disembarkation
Arriving Passengers

- Thermal camera for Temperature Check
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Arriving Passengers

- Triage Facility and Ambulance
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Arriving Passengers

- Social Distancing Markers in Immigration, Baggage Carousel and Customs
Arriving Passengers

- Red Caps and Taxi drivers sanitize carts and cars regularly
Arriving Passengers

- Airport Custodians sanitize surfaces and floors frequently
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General Public

- Temperature Check done for persons conducting business at the airport - eg transactions at Customs.
General Public

- Removal of all public seating at Departure and Arrival Landside Areas
Questions??